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Samuel’s face was covered with sweat. He could overlook anyone in the Hannigan family, 

however his respect for Yan Jun was bone-deep. Without Yan Jun, he would certainly not 

have actually become what he was today. 

” Master, I can’t sleep even if I wish to,” Samuel said. 

” Because you have stired up, it is time for the world to be familiar with you.” claimed Yan 

Jun. After that, he walked sideways. It was as if he did not mean to be in charge at all. 

Seeing this, Nangong Qianqiu felt as if she had fallen under an ice storage. If Yan Jun did 

not make a move, who else could quit Samuel? 

” Yan Jun, have you neglected what he claimed to you before he passed away?” asked 

Nangong Qianqiu with gritted teeth. 

” Certainly I keep in mind. He wants me to stick with the Hannigan household for the rest of 

my life to ensure that they can continue to give their tradition,” Yan Jun said. 

 

” In this situation, why don’t you eliminate him? The Hannigan family can be carried forward 

in Han Jun’s hands,” Nangong Qianqiu claimed. 

” Him?” Yan Jun looked at Han Jun with antipathy and said, “In my eyes, he’s even worse 

than garbage.” 

Han Jun heard this and also right away screamed, “Yan Jun, you’re bullshitting. I’m garbage, 

that do you assume you are? 

 

You’re just a bodyguard of our family members, a dog of ours. What right do you need to 

call me trash?” 

” Nangong Qianqiu, did you hear that? He only concerns me as a pet.” Yan Jun smiled 

contemptuously. 



Nangong Qianqiu’s heart sank. Yan Jun had contributed considerably to the Hannigan 

household’s achievements today. Even if Han Jun’s grandpa was still to life, he would 

certainly never risk to deal with Yan Jun as a servant. 

Nangong Qianqiu would not shoot down Han Jun’s words. His grand son claimed that it was 

a pet, then he is a pet dog. 

” Samuel, eliminate me if you have the ability.” Nangong Qianqiu talked to Samuel in a chilly 

voice. She did not think that Samuel would actually attempt to do something. 

As soon as she left this location, she would definitely have the ability to discover a method 

to take care of Samuel. 

” I will not eliminate you. I am additionally scared of being struck by lightning. If you want 

Han Jun to live, you can only pick one path.” After stating this, Samuel considered Manfred. 

This old lady was clearly the Granny of Samuel. As for why she wanted to deal with Samuel 

like this, Manfred was not sure at all. 

” Why are you looking at me? Do you want me to make a move?” Manfred asked in 

confusion. 

” Where’s the important things I gave you?” Samuel claimed. 

Hearing these words, Manfred returned to his senses. He hurriedly elevated his hand and 

also among his servants went to his side. 

A splendid wooden box was given to Manfred by Samuel. Nevertheless, Manfred had never 

seen what was inside package. 

” What is this point?” Manfred asked gently after passing the wooden box to Samuel. 

Samuel took package as well as threw it at Nangong Qianqiu. 

The wooden box was up to the ground, split with a bang, and a piece of white silk spread 

out. 

Manfred was stunned, and then a cool went straight from the soles of his feet to the top of 

his head. 



This point … isn’t it something utilized as a put on hold beam to devote suicide? 

Gina nearly collapsed when she saw the white silk. 

Lydia, Yvonne, and also He Ting were so scared that they didn’t also risk to search for. 

Lydia, specifically, had actually degraded Samuel lot of times in the past. She had even 

attempted her best to force Samuel out of the Sue family. Now, Samuel had actually shown 

such a strong power that she was nearly terrified out of her wits. 

In the past 3 years, she had been so egotistic before such a person! Just thinking about it 

made Lydia really feel afraid! 

In the whole mansion, only Yan Jun had a pale smile on his face. 

” Cruel?”. 

Not at all! 

For the unfairness of Samuel, it was reasonable for Nangong Qianqiu to wind up like this. 

Besides, she wanted someone to kill Samuel. 

” Samuel, what do you imply?” Nangong Qianqiu claimed via gritted teeth. 

” Just one of you and also Han Jun can leave this location active,” Samuel said coldly. 

 


